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115, 480, or 845 Days 'til Graduation 
Vol. 37 No. 14 The University of Mic higan Law School J anuary 18, 1989 
Diversity Day Mock Trial Draws Capacity Crowd 
By Eunice P ark 
In commemoration of Martin Luther 
King Day, the Law School on Monday spon-
sored a moot court ba~d on the 1967 trial 
of Walker u. Birmingham in an event titled, 
"Martin Luther King, Jr.: Civil Disobedi-
ence and the Legal System." 
Therelationslripbetween Ia wand social 
movements for justice was the central ques-
tion addres~d by Professor Aldan D. Morris 
in his introductory discussion. The associ-
ate professor of sociology at the University 
ofMiclrigan and visiting proffssor at North-
western urged that the ans\\er to this ques-
tion depended on how the law actually rune-
dons in society. 
"!flaw functions to protect, insure, and 
promote life, liberty and justice for all, 
Oaw] .. .facilitates social movt>ments for jus-
tice; but if [we find that) law is blocking 
justice, we must raise basic questions about 
the role oflaw itself." 
Speaking largely in reference to his 
book, Origins of the Ciuil Rights Movement, 
~!orris stated that law is usually a conser-
vative tool developed by thoSl' in power to 
prot~t the interests of the dominant social 
das~s. He cited the lnndmnrk 1896 Su-
preme Court decision in Pit '·'Y v Ferguson 
as an exampleofthe lawful enshrinement of 
white supremacy. This doctrme was not 
successfully overturned until the Court's 1954 
Brown u. Board of Education ruling sounded 
the death knell of legally-sanctioned segrega-
tion. 
The nonviolent, direct action advocated by 
Martin Luther King and his followers, Morris 
stated, became a positive alternative to blacks' 
powerlessness in the face oflegal ~gregation: 
"Massive civil disobedience by the black com-
munity proved to be the power blacks needed to 
meet white supremacy head on." 
In accord with hisanalysisofthecon~rva­
tive role of Jaw, Morris said that the most 
potent weapon wrote strategists used in their 
struggle to resist the movement for black free-
dom and civil rights wns the skillful deploy-
ment of law in the form of the court injunction. 
The injunction's purpose was "to break the 
backbone of the grassroots movements [blacks) 
had built," and in 1961, "the movement was 
sapped of its strength when King decided to 
obey the injunction" imposed by the police in 
Albany, Georgia, said Morris. 
In 1963, King decided it was time to c-ounter 
such "legal maneuvers" and the black freedom 
movement was galvanized when King and his 
top associates decided to go to jail in defiance of 
the City of Birmingham's restraining order. 
Morris cited three lessons to be learned 
from Walkeru. Birmingham. "We need trained, 
gift.ed lawyers to fight on behalf of the op-
pressed, because law usually favors the privi-
leged group"; uwe need to constantly evaluate 
law and make plain in public its biases in 
favor of the rich, powerful and dominant"; 
and "we need practitioners oflaw who ~e it 
as their duty to generate a more just body of 
law and struggle with the people to see the 
just body oflaw bec-ome a reality." 
The ~e was argued in the moot c-ourt 
trial by Professor Theodore J. St. 
Antoine, for Walker, and Professor 
Frederick Schauer, for the City of Bir-
mingham. 
Speaking in front of a court com-
po~d of Chief Justice Dean Lee Bollin-
ger, Professor Clark Cunningham, and 
Professor Terrance Sandalow, St. 
Antoine posed the central question as 
being whether an ex parte city ordi-
nance that unconstitutionally re-
strained the peaceful exerci~ of First 
Amendment rights can be valid, and 
thus whether the injunction enforcing t 
tlris ordinance was also invalid. 
"There is no evidence except the 
mere allegation [of violence] that was 
before the trial judge when he issued 
the injunction," said St. Antoine. 
~There is nothing to suggest mob vio-
lence in the 50 or 60 persons in the 
minister's march." 
St. Antoine also emphasized the march-
ers' right to exerci~ their right of speech on 
that particular weekend: "[the fact that the 
march took place] on Good Friday by a group 
of ministers symbolized the notion of sacrifice 
and redemption. 
"The late-nightapplicationofthe ex parte 
injunction against the exerci~ of free speech 
See PROFESSORS, page SIX 
Schauer argues case for city. 
Palestinian Pacifist Speaks on Nonvioletf1rf1fANls 19 
By Clinton Elliott School last week to deliver a speech about citizenslrip after attending college in Olrio. are not doing something about it. 1'he9aE n 
MubarakAwad,a U.S.-{'ducated Pales· nonviolent Palestinian responses to the on go· The founder of the Palestinian Center for the waiting for the other countries to save them. 
tinian American pacifist who was deported ing Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Study of Nonviolence, he lost his permanent Waiti ng for the Russians, for the Americans, 
from Israel last year during internntionally Gaza Strip. residency status in the occupied territories for the United Nations and the Arab coun-
publicized proceedings, came to the Law Born in Palestine, A wad received U.S. when Israeli officials decided he was a threat tries,"he added. "All of these will not help the 
~--~---~-----------------------~ toMtioo~ ~wri~llis~~~tioowM P~ntiniM~u~. &, fueP~ntiniM~if 
Awad Criticizes 'Racists' 
By Robert Goldberg 
Mubarak Awad last week contended 
that Zionism, as practiced by the Israeli 
government, is racism and that top Israeli 
officials are racists. Speaking during an 
interview \vi th The Res Gestae, A wad also 
said he "very deeply" supports Palestine 
Liberation Organization leader Yas~r Am-
fat, although A wad said he recognizes that 
Arafat has not always shared A wad's ad-
vocacy of nonviole.1ce. 
Seated and smiling, Awad chatted 
amiably about Zionism and Arafat before 
his Hutclrins Hall lecture that evening. 
Awad said the Israeli government's con-
ception of Zionism- "that God has given 
this land totheJ ews"-isrncist. He called 
both the current and former Prime Minis-
ters, Yi tzhak Shamir and Shimon Peres, 
racists. But there is a second view of 
Zionism, A wad said, that is not racist-
the support for a Jewish homeland. 
Asked whether Arafat shares his pro-
fes~d commitment to nonviolence, Awad 
leaned back, chuckfed and said, "He does 
now," apparently referring to the PLO chiefs 
recent renunciation of terrorism. Questioned 
t\',rice about Arafat's reported threats on the 
life of Bethlehem Mayor Elias Friej for sug-
gesting an end to the uprising, Arafat.shook 
his head and reiterated his support for Ara-
fat. 
"He is the most effective leader," A wad 
insisted. A wad also prai~d the PLO leader's 
emphasis on keeping the Palestinian cause 
"independent from the Arab cau~." 
Shortly into the interview, A wad's wife 
nudged her avuncular husband, reminding 
him of the time. With an apologetic grin, 
Awad excused him~lf and departed for a 
quick bite to eat before his lecture. 
roundly criticized by Israel's friends and foes they want to be free they will have to free 
alike, including the Reagan administration. them~lves." 
Addressing an audience of ~vera! A wad indicated that the chief strategy of 
hundredpeopleinHutclrinsHall,Awadspoke the current uprising is to raise the moral, 
briefly about the origins of the current upris- social and international costs of the current 
ing, or Intifada, and the need for the Israelis, occupation. To this end, the common people 
Palestinians and their international support- must be divested of their fear of Israeli en-
ers to grasp the current opportunity for a forcement authority and concentrate their 
peaceful settlement. efforts at liberation on constructive, mutu-
Describing his in ten~ personal c-ommit- ally beneficial strategies for peaceful change. 
ment to the resolution of the current crisis, "I thought o!" about 120 ways to get rid of 
A wad said he studied psychology in the U.S. the occupation. There a re very simple ways, 
and opened some successful counseling cen- and one way is to make occupation very ex-
ters in Ohio and West Virginia before he pensive for the Israelis. Israel cannot occupy 
decided to return to the occupied territories the people, especially the Palestinians and 
in 1983 to contribute to the improvement of make money off them," A wad said. "But also, 
the Palestinian c-ondition. occupation has to be psychologically expen-
"As a psychologist my~lf, I felt strongly sive, morally expensive and then individu-
that people who are under occupation, or ally expensive. The Israeli has to understand 
people who have problems, they choose to that he or she or his government cannot 
have tho~ problems for them~lves. I felt continue to occupy people when people want 
that Palestinians are under occupation be- to be free and Palestinians are people." 
cause they choose to be under occupation," 
A wad said. "'The choice is theirs beeau~ they 
See PACIFIST, page SIX 
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Kangaroo Court 
EVERY HOPEFUL PRE·LAW STUDENT inevitably re-
I ceives a ton of brochures picturing intense bar-risters-to-be arguing in a Moot Court competi-
l tion, telling how rigorous and respected their school's competition is. One must wonder if such 
a spread in the Michigan Law School Bulletin 
this year would qualify as false advertising. 
The Campbell competition has been plagued 
by many problems. One major concern has been 
t iming, or lack thereof. The sign-up meetings did 
not start until Oct. 6. As a result, arguments 
started in November, dragging late into the term. 
Valuable time was wasted. An earlier start would 
have meant less conflict in student schedules. 
This is also important when one realizes the 
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posted. The cited reason for this delay is that 
some practitioner-judges have yet to turn in their 
scores. Had the competition begun sooner, the 
j udges would have had more time to finish their 
paperwork. 
This timing problem has also hurt the semi-
finalists (whoever they are). The semester break 
Hey! Where's My Job? 
could have been used to begin planning for the By Tony Tunnell 
next round, perhaps even a head start on the It's January, the on-campus interviewing process is all 
project. As it turns out, these folks are undeter- but over, and all the second-years are buzzing about the big 
mined and all contestants still wonder what their jobs they got with the big firms; that is, all the second-years 
future holds. It is doubtful this unfortunate situ- except me. I feel as if I am the only student who did not get 
ation will seriously affect the quality of the work the big job in the big city of my choice \vith the big firm. 
performed in these later rounds, but this unnec- I know there has to be more than one person that did not 
essary hindrance should have been avoided. get an offer from on-campus interviews. But as far as I am 
concerned, I might as well be the "only one." After all, 
Another specter haunting this year's compe- knowing someone else finished the interviewing process 
tition is the topic itself. A Sixth Amendment dissatisfied is not going to help me one iota. 
subtlety,this issueevokedsuchapathythatalmost Enrolling at Michigan Law School was not a snap deci-
50 percent of those who signed-up failed to sub- sion. !turned down a couple fu ll tuition deals(one in my small 
mit briefs. (Perhaps time pressures and the hometown of Philadelphia) and other schools that had ac-
requirement of signing-up before receiving the cepted me. The difference for me was the great placement 
topic contributed to this drop-off.) Further, the statistics Michigan boasted of in the Law School Bulletin. Of 
question was, to many participants, loaded to- course I was lured by the ranking too, which was higher than 
ward o~e side. This resulted in two and three any other school that had accepted me, but the key determin-
contestants arguing for one side against a lone ingfactor was the employment projections. I actually came to 
opponen t. A better topic would have evoked a Michigan \vi th the assumption that employment with one of 
the big firms that came on campus was practically assured. more even response. 
I held this assumption throughout interviews and fly backs Even worse is the topic receiving certiorari 
and remained confident as my last rejection made its way into 
by the Supreme· Court. In the past, this has my sweaty little palms. I had struck out completely, and it 
barred a sitting justice from serving on ~ Moot was a little hard to accept at first. Every excuse under the sun 
Court during the finals. Unless the topic is popped into my mind. The first excuse I came up with was 
changed, causing additional work for the stu- that maybe I am just too "colorful" for those big firms, but that 
dents, no justice will come. A lose-lose situation did not work because other "colorful" people got offers. Then 
if ever one existed. I thought it might be the fact that I am older than most other 
These failings hurt the reputation of the law students, but that was no good because students older 
Campbell competition. Interested students have than me got offers. Reluctantly I even considered the excuse 
been driven away, or forced to endure more than that ! wasnotonLawReviewandmyGPAisno longerstellar, 
they should have. Whatismostgallingis that this but even that did not work because people with lower GPAs 
circumstance could have been avoided with than mine, who are not on Law Review, still got plenty of 
offers. 
proper planning. The Campbell board should So after the excuses ran out I found myself starting to 
... P_o_n_d_e_r_t_h_i_s_y_e_ar'_s_d..:..i_le_m.ma-..:..· _c_are __ ful__;ly:... __ · __ -.~ ~~~t. J?'IY: d~cj~i~~. t?. c?~e .t? .. ¥i~~ig~~ •. ~w .~r<?OL. ,I,t 
1. ' .. - . ,rh f '· '!. <f' 4 • _A H ! • .., J • • • ' ,• • 
suddenly occurred to me that, if I had gone to school in 
Philadelphia, I would have been able to canvass the finns in 
Philadelphia with virtual ease, and I could have continued to 
develop my contacts in the city, therefore increasing my 
chances of getting the job I wanted. The only problem with 
this logic is that it is merely another assumption. The reality 
is that there is no guarantee I would have gotten the job I 
wanted by going to school in Philadelphia, and there is no 
guarantee of employment through on-campus interviewing 
at l'vlichigan. It would be better if the Law School Bulletin 
treated the subject of placement in a more realistic, human 
way rather than simply stating statistics favorable to 
Michigan's image. I concede I might have read the idea of 
guaranteed employment into the statistics, but the Law 
School also seems to have presented those statistics in an 
attempt to impress rather than to infonn. 
After hearing my little story you might think lam looking 
for sympathy. Usually when I tell someone I did not receive 
an offer they look at me like somebody just died and say, "Oh, 
I am sorry." This might be surprising to some people, but not 
getting a job offer from on-campus interviews is not the end 
of the world. Sure at first it was a little disappointing, and I 
am still not sure why I got rejected. But! am not going to allow 
something like that to affect my everyday life. Just because 
certain firms did not hire me does not mean I see myselfasany 
less of a person and I sincerely hope others in the same 
situation feel the same. Disappointment is something we all 
must face at one time or another, but we should never let it 
become all-consuming. 
If you think you have reason to be depressed because of 
some small or big disappointment, just take time to think 
about the positive things in your life. After all, that you are 
a student at Michigan Law School is something that should 
outweigh a Jot of major disappointments. I personally know 
that, regardless of the job situation now or in my third year, 
I will succeed. Even if no one hires me, a law degree will 
provide me with the tool~~~~ ~uta~~·St.'f~~ ~Y .«?~ ~u~ess .• 
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Opinion 
=========== Clear and Present 
Out of the Mouths of Whiners 
By Robert Goldberg 
There's whining afoot in our nation's capital. 
Listen to this bit of craven reporting on the Second 
Couple's plans to "renovate" the Vice President's "house" 
(more like extravagantize the Malacong Palace): "Mrs. Quayle 
also wants a laundry room on the third floor so she won't have 
to run four flights to her washer and dryer in the basement." 
Ohhhhhhhhhhh, poor Bucky. Trudging up and down 
four long flights toting Lobotomy's dirty 6KE boxers. Imagine 
the horror of it. As if she'll euer step foot in a laundry room 
during the next four years anyway. 
(A brief aside: Bucky is fanatically devoted to Col. Robert 
Thieme, a hair-raising McCarthyite preacher who wears his 
~1arine uniform in the pulpit, adorns his church walls with 
machine guns and hand grenades and espouses his "lock-and-
key theory" - every person has exactly one perfect mate, 
revealed by the perfect fit of their sex organs (how can you 
ever be sure?).) 
Then there's whining about the military base closings. 
With over 4,000 bases in this peace-ravaged country, you'd 
think we could Jdll 82 lousy forts without too much trouble. 
But enter the hypocritical complainers. 
Representatives Barbara Boxer and Nancy Pelosi, two 
violently dovish liberals, are screaming to high heaven be-
cause - yup, you guessed it - their own precious little 
fiefdoms are touched by the closing of San Francisco's Pre-
sidio. These staunch anti-Pentagoners, while admitting the 
base's zero military value, are nevertheless begging for the 
survival of the base's 5,200 civilian jobs. Well then why don't 
we just pay 5,200 people to draw pencil sketches of the Golden 
Gate Bridge? It's obout the same thi ng. 
Then there's the incessant kvetching of Iarmer Pentagon 
maniac Caspar Weinberger (as opposed to future Pentagon 
maniac John Tower). This Harvard lawyer, who never met a 
toilet seat he couldn't afford, never missed an opportunity to 
smugly mention his pre-government life, "back when I was 
maldng a living." Don't do us any favors, Cap. 
But by far the most outrageous whining- the one that 
boils my blood -arises from members of Congress in their 
contemptible attempt to sneak through a 50 percent pay 
explosion. At $89,500, they already make (not earn) more 
than 98 percent of Americans. (And what's this $89,500 
nonsense? It's like restaurants thinking they're fooling lJS by 
slicing a nickel off prices.) For God's sake, these people refuse 
even to raise the minimum wage- $6,968 (so there!) a year 
-from where its been for six long years, buying less now than 
it did two decades ago. 
And their reasons for the raise are disgustingly dishon-
est. Congress needs to compete for talent with the private 
sector, right? Yet 98 percent of Congress ran for re-election, 
meager wages and all. There's simply no truth to this myth 
of everybody jumping ship. (Judges are a different story; their 
raises are long overdue and well deserved.) The fact is, there's 
no problem at all finding people anxious to serve in Congress; 
the power and prestige attract tons of qualified people. If the 
current crop wants more dough, get the hell out. There are 
plenty of brilliant people dying to fill their shoes- and for a 
lot less than $89,500 (members know this, which is why 
they've tilted the system so heavily toward incumbents). 
Double ditto for the Presidency. What does raising the 
salary from $200,000 to $350,000 accomplish? Nobody but 
nobody is going to be critically influenced by the extra cash. 
("I wouldn't have done it for two, but for three-fifty ... ") 
Then our representatives complain - wringing their 
hands and mopping their brows with mock concern- about 
those terrible honoraria that are corrupting the process. If 
only salaries were raised, they moan, these poisonous beasts 
could be exterminated. 
Now wait a minute. Why in the world should we pay you 
toquitactinglikeabunchofpenny-hungry whores? You can't 
trade in sleaze as a bargaining chip. It's a Godfather -style 
protection racket: pay us and we won't do bad things. Sorry, 
but thieves can't rightly sell back their stolen goods. 
And look how these jellyfish are sneaking through this 
unconscionable graft. They wait till just after Election Day-
with the next Day of Reckoning two comfortable years away 
-and effect the raise automatically unless both houses reject 
it within 60 days. 
So everybody gets to say they're against it while nobody 
has to vote on it. And the graft pours in. Ann Arbor's 
pusilla nimous representative, Carl Pursell, bravely opposes 
the pay hike. Will he kick and scream and get it to the floor 
for a vote? Of course not. Will he give the booty back? Please. 
Remember what happened last time? The House voted 
down the last hefty raise one day after it automatically took 
effect. So these pathetic souls were allowed to save their 
political hides without sacrificing one lousy dime. 
I want to see the people's representatives go to their 
constituents and sincerely plead, "But I just can't get by on 
eighty-nine-five.• They'd stone the ingrate to death. And 
plenty of them would have the right to cast the first stone. 
rm sick and tired ofhearing people with wealth, prestige 
and power bitch and moan all the time. It's hard to believe so 
many people (look around)couldbesounJ(Tateful for the sheer 
luck of being plucked from the depressing plight of most 
Americans, let alone the world: lives of hardship, abasement 
and powerlessness, lives without futures, lives \vithout pasts 
- lives of eternal, unchanging, hopeless a nd, most remarka-
bly of all, quiet desperation. 
===========FromUponH~h=================================================================================== 
Let the People Know and Decide 
By James Henderson 
Two recent incidents have shed light on how much 
information the federal government is willing to disclose for 
the good of American justice and the American people. Last 
week, the two major charges against Ollie North had to be 
dropped, not because independent prosecutor Lawrence Walsh 
had too little evidence, but because evidence needed for 
~orth's defense is supposedly classified and will not be 
released by the Reagan (and presumably the Bush) admini-
stration. The practical upshot is that North is protected by 
the very covert nature of the activities for which he is being 
taken to court. 
Obviously, I do not wish that our national security be 
compromised simply for reasons of liberal vengeance. How-
ever, it seems mighty curious that soon-to-be Private Citizen 
Reagan found that the documents North requested could not 
be released in a public trial. Even though North still faces a 
handful of lesser charges, Reagan, whose honesty/forgetful-
ness would be tarnished by an acquittal, has been able to 
acquire the benefits of a pardon \vithout the accompanying 
political embarrassment. I believe that the American people 
will thus be cheated out of knO\ving that those who openly 
break the law will face justice. Otherwise, can we expect that 
members of the Bush (or any other) administration, espe-
cially those with access to national secrets, will be subject 
only to sm internal executive law, judged by their "peers" 
within the White House or Pentagon? 
Another problem I have is that several people have 
suggested that the remainjngcharges against Ollie should be 
dropped, to prevent embarrassment to Reagan, Bush and 
America as a whole. I find this preposterous; our country is 
plenty strong enough to deal with the potential fact that its 
President may have had knowledge of illegal activities. Alas, 
we have a duty to the rest of the world to acknowledge 
wrongdoing within, as well as without, the government. 
Otherwise, how can we truly exclaim "justice for all"? 
The government also claimed it was impractical to re-
The Ollie North trial and the Pan Am bombing 
have one important parallel: illegitimate 
government secrecy. 
think the people who pay to fly should choose whether to fly. 
fm sure several people on flight 103 would have thought 
twice before flying Pan Am. 
I propose that the U.S. government publish a list of 
threats received that are specific enough that only a subset of 
all travelers will have to respond. For instance, people would 
know about threats on TWA from Paris to New York, not 
threats on all flights out of Paris. This would undoubtedly 
frighten many people, and airl ines might suffer financiall y if 
they've been threatened. However, two good things would 
result. First, the public would realize that no fl ight is 
perfectly safe from terrorists and that those who fly bear the 
risk. Second, in order to fill seats, airline companies might 
decide to screen passengers and their baggage with more 
care, hopefully preventing people from placing bombs on 
planes. It would especially prevent people from unknowingly 
carrying bombs on, which is the current suspicion for flight 
103. The government might receive more bomb threats as a 
result of this policy, but the combination of increased airport 
security and better government intelligence would, I hope, 
lease information concerning airline flights that might be make these threats little more than hot air . 
targets for terrorist action. Even though it had enough Whether it is a question of right and wrong or life and 
information to alert embassies throughout Europe that Pan death, we deserve to be told everything that our government 
Am flights from Frankfurt to New York might be bombed can tell us without subjecting the nation to imminent threat. 
before Christmas, to alert the flying public, the government Even though we elected men and women to represent us, we 
claims, would have created havoc for airlines and shut them did not elect them to make judgments for us. I would rather 
down. I agree that, in the short run, telling the public of such •. .knP'!'l .vi~ in(ormatiPO, leaving choices about dishonoring a 
threats would severely decrease trans-Atlantic travel, but I President or boarding an airplane to me, and me alone. 
"" 





By Randall E. Kay 
Third Year 
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Commentary 
~==========Keeping Sane============================================================~========================== 
Michigan Flunks Legal-Writing Test 
By P a u l Ade lman 
What do chewing gum and law school have in common? 
Kothing, you say? Wrong again~ The correct answer is that 
::either one teaches you how to write. . 
Gum snappers everywhere will no doubt have noticed an 
rensy-weensy phrase on the wrappers of sugarless Bazooka 
bubble gum: "Expressly For Kot Promoting Tooth Decay." 
Cndoubtedly spit out by a lawyer, this rottenly written 
>entence has any number of interpretations. It could mean 
·our regular gum is specifically ai:ned at destroying your 
:reth," or "our aim in selling this gum is to protect your 
xouth's well-being, so that even if we lose money on each 
p;ece we sell, your health is worth it to us." Taken more 
li:eral:y. it could be proclaiming "explicitly aimed at tooth 
health." Is this really why they sell it? Do any of these 
:nrerpretations come close to Bazooka's intended meaning? 
While all intelligent peoplE- wil agree thnt gum <'hf-1\i ng 
·;a disgusting habit, my point :, ,;cme11 hat different: The 
b :) ear oflaw school does not do an e1 en remotely adequate 
;ol> of teaching legal writing. This ;s dumb. (Warning to 
!aw)ers-to-be: Do not use this phrase 1r. briefs, memos, exams 
~r ia.w review writing competi tior.~. unless you have great 
cations.) 
From day one, it is grandly proclaimed to new students 
!~t producing competent legal \\'li ters is a priority at this 
1er:erable insitution. We are plied with books, essays and 
'ectures on how important it is that we learn to write well. 
:VlHall, our profession is one of words, is it not? Lawyers who 
cannot get a message across on paper cnnnot be fully effective 
:aw:-·ers, even if they are graduates of one of the 10 top-five 
:aw :;<'hools in the country. 
One might assume, given thi,; ,;o-called priotity, that. we 
ll'ould have a variety of frequen t 1\TitJ ng n::;signments. Writ-
ing. after all. is like a sport. lfyou don't practice regulmly, you 
can't. bfo any good. So what do we gE·t? Case ebb's two memos 
and two briefs, totalling roughly 50-70 pages, done over a 
~" ne-month stre tch. That's not even ten pnges a month of 
'Ariting. I'd be curious to know how much \\'l'i ti ng the average 
practitioner does each month. 
And why are we only wri ting memos nnd briefs? The 
reason, of course, is to prepnre u::: for our summer jobs at 
Sh:ep, Shmageggie and Shlemiel. ~ ot a bad reason, I guess, 
b·Jt there are other forms of legal writing we could be 
practicing- letters to cl ients and adversaries, questions to 
ask at deposition or oral examination, etc.- as well as other 
:ormsoflegaljobs we could be practicing for. Wri ting nothing 
but memos and briefs evinces a pro-private law firm bias, l 
think. 
One might assume that learned academicians would 
peruse our works and offer helpful criticism. What do we get? 
Second- and th1rd-year Jaw students who have been taught 
how not to write through the very same process. It's the blind 
leading the bhnd. 
Of course, case clubs do have faculty advisers, in name at 
least. About these people, the Law School Bulletin says, 
"Each club is also assigned to a professor, who acts as the 
club's faculty adviser." My case club has yet to receive the 
blessing of an ::.ppearance, Jet alone guidance, .from our 
facul ty adviser. 
So we don't get enough writing, we don't get enough 
writing variety and we don't get adequate supervision of the 
writing we do get to do. I think this covers just about every 
way a writing program could be defective. 
We do get to do some writing on exams, but any relation-
ship between exam writing and good writing is purely coinci-
dentaL Professors will tell us, with a straight face. rhat they 
want clear, organized writing on their exams. This is j ust lu-
dicrous. Fn·st, to get good writing, don't put a four-hour time 
limit on it. Second, 1vith so much information to compose, the 
emphasis is on frantic scribbling, not thoughtful compositior:. 
Third, since most students have done virtually no Miting 
since coming to Jaw school, do not suddenly expect pieces like 
those of William Safire. Fourth, how can anyone wrilk 
clearly about an unclear topic? A professor last semester 
taught the most disorganized and incomprehensible course I 
have ever taken in my life. If a student wrote an exam like he 
taught his class, slhe would fail. 
Not only are we not taught hO\\ to 1\'l'ite, but our case-
books me terribly \\1'i tten. The sentences are endless, the ter· 
minology archaic. In a previous column (September 21) I 
railed against the Socratic method while leaving the case 
method untouched. I've since decided that the case method's 
value is equally dubious. 
I find the concept of a textbook thRt actually hides the 
important material fascinating. Is there a crucial pointoflaw 
or <;orne new concept to be derived from this particul~:~r case? 
Why yes, there is. Is it clearly stated anywhere? Why no, it 
isn't. Need to determine what the point is? Hit the Gilbert's , 
which is probably wri tten by the same professor who wrote 
the text. This is great. The professor who wrote the textbook 
wrote another book to explain the firs t book . Our professors 
even hint, or outright recommend, that w~ use Gilbert's to 
Jearn what is so well hidden \vi thin our $40 casebooks. \Vhy 
not,just t each out of Gilberts? It's would be a heckuva lot 
cheaper. It is simply incompetent wri ting not to define for 
your readers, clearly and obviously, the meanings of newly 
introduced concept s. Otherwise, all you lear n is that the 
wri ter knows more about the topic tha n you do. Hey, I already 
knew tha t. 
Her e's a real sentence from one of my better case books: 
"The major historic consequences of Quia Emptores were 
two." I guess it would have been too har d to wri te: "There were 
two major historic consequences of Quia Emptores," or "Quia 
Emptores had two major consequences." Imagine an under-
gradua:e in freshman English Composition writing about 
what she did this summer: "The activities I enJoyed this 
summer were seven." Consider this student applying to 
Mjchigan Law School: "The reasons I want to study at Michi-
gan are tl)ree." Would she get admitted? \;o, but West 
Publishing might hire her. 
The only possible conclusion is that professors, deans, 
and other miscellaneo:.~s legal types don't wa1 t students to 
write well. It's a col'er !lp; an ABA conspirac) de~gned to 
produce incompetent writers so that normal peop e 1\1" ~ so 
unable to comprehend the legal system tha t tnE-~ w1l! be 
forced to seek a lawyer every time they breathe Sleekly 
dressed land sharks with corner offices 1r aO\\"'l town sky-
scrapers can then smugly smile at their qua1 enng c.1ents and 
murmur, "I know, it's very complicated. But don't you worry, 
I'll take care of everything. '!'rust me. Oh, that11 be $8,000.~ 
Writing is fundamental to any area ofla1\. A lawyer v. ho 
didn't know beans about proper ty, constitutional law or torts 
could still practice successfully. But a lawyer who can:1ot 
\\'lite is like a professor who cannot teach-- the message j us t 
doesn't come through. 
Clearly, more time for 1\'litJng mean::. less nme for some-
thing else. But the first-year curnculum IS not set 1n stone 
It would be better to eliminate, reduce or compress the Prop-
erty classes. Property is interesting and often well taught, as 
in my own case, but the topic itself is not vit.al to the first-year 
curriculum. 
Writing should occupy a much more prominent role in the 
fir st-year law experience. We should increase the volume and 
variety of it, have it r ead and criticized by professional writing 
instructors or professors, and read and discuss each others' 
work. As things now stand, we read a lotofbad writing, while 
getting little chance to do any m·it ing of our own. This is not 
a formula destined to produce good legal writing, and this is 
particularly galling in light of the supposed emphasis at M-
G<>-Blue Law School on producing competent legal writers. 
==========Letter to the Editor ======================================================================================= 
Sorry About the Bologna and Asian Cracks 
To the Editor: 
I tried to make a point in the letter (Nov. 16) in which I 
criticized Jim Spet.a's assessment of the face book cover photo 
letter, Nov. 9). Unfortunately, that point fell afield for 
reasons that are the resultofmiscommunication, the fault for 
which is partially my own. 1 want to apologize for two things. 
First, I am sorry that so many people think it a personal 
attack to suggest that Speta looked like the kind of fellow who 
ate a lotof!:>olognasand1vichesas a child. I was simply trying 
:o make a satirical point. By contrasting the hyperbolic 
ronclusions one might draw from Speta's photo with those he 
<irew from the face book cover photo, I hoped to show that one 
cannot always judge a subject's (or a publisher's) intentions, 
character or historical attitude from a photograph. I do agree 
ll~th Speta that since the subjects in the face book cover photo 
cannot speak for themselves, it is appropriate for the publish-
ers to be sensiti ve to the effect a photograph might have on 
\iewers who impart their own atti tudes to its interpretation. 
I would hope that even the most overly sensitive viewers 
would recognize that the publisher's intentions may be per-
fectly innocent, that the subjects of the cover photo might 
represent ideas other tha n the viewe·s assume and that these 
viewers might r ecognize that they themselves might be a tad 
thin-skinned. Yet I can see that the tone of my letter , 
intended to be hu morous, was a lit tle stronger than neces-
sary, I am sorry that I called his affection for the La w School 
into question ·· that is a technique of argument I usually 
abhor, and I am very unhappy 1vith myself to have used it. 
Second, I apologize to Asian Americans who may have 
taken offense at what was intended as a sarcastic throw -a way 
line that referred to Thomas Cooley as a "white supremacist" 
and to Chinese laundries. My intent was to show that the 
Asian men in the photo were clearly not oppressed, even at 
that time. Indeed, I intended to mock the stereotype by 
pointing out an exception to it. But I realize that by even 
mentioningsuch a laundry I may subtly have perpetuated the 
stereotype. 
Although that stereotype has basis in historical fact, and 
although I don't see any reason why an Asian American (or a 
member of any other group) should feel ashamed of a humble 
entl·epreneurial heritage, I surely recognize that not every 
Asian family ra n a laundry, and that Asians have endured 
sometimes deplorable hardships as a result of racist atti-
tudes. Perhaps, as a friendofmi ne pointed out tome, walki ng 
on eggshells is the price today's sons (like me) pay for the sins 
of "our" father s. I suppose that because of the nebulous 
complexity of social and historical "reality," I assumed a little 
more !attitude than some people are 1villi ng to allow. 
I do not wish my point to be lost in what is an apology for 
the form but not the content of my overall idea. I think it is 
important for those sensitive to minority issues to recognize 
it is possible to cry wolf; not every act that can be t1visted to 
be construed as an act of oppression is one, either in its intent 
or effect. I firmly believe tha t the best kind of progress \vill 
come if the self-appointed guardians of sensitivity recognize 
that there is r oom for giving their "adversaries" some benefit 
of the doubt. Achieving progress on majori tarian viewpoints 
is something like working a mule: You have to coax it, 
sometimes beat it, to get its attention; but if you beat it too 
hard or too ofter., it \vill just give up and sit down, expecting 
no better t~eatment in the future despite its past effort- the 
wust possible result for a ll parties. 
Da n Laurence 
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Professors Debate Civil Rights Issue 
continued from page ONE 
rights [on the Thursday before the marcp] is 
St. Antoine addresses Court. 
grounds for believing that we were dealing 
with an unjust system." 
As further evidence of in-
justice, the lower court "refused to 
accept evidence of the constit~­
ality of the injunction," addressing 
only the questions whether there 
was a violation of the injunction and 
whether the violators had notice. 
Conversely, Schauer ar-
gued for the efficiency of the long 
tradition of equitable jurisprudence 
in Alabama, and urged that this 
tradition should not be undermined 
by sympathy for the demonstrators' 
activities. 
"It was the goal of the peti-
tioners in this case to violate the 
law; it was the goal of the petition-
ers in this case to go to jail; and it 
was the goal of the petitioners in 
this case to make a 
statement ... which explains why nei-
ther the available state nor avail-
able federal remedies were even at-
Pacifist Speaks at Law School 
continued from page ONE 
Insisting that he has to constantly com-
bat the international perception and mis-
characteriz.ation of Arabs, in general, and 
Palestinians, in particular, as violent and 
inclined toward terrorism, A wad said Islam 
was an operative socio-religious force capable 
of providing guidance down the path of non-
violence and progressive change. 
Further, he maintained that the Arabs, 
despite this mischaracterization, have never 
invented any significant weapons and that 
this reality is reflected in that the majority of 
the weapons in the turbulent region are 
imported from the United States, Europe and 
the Soviet Union. 
Turning to practical options against the 
occupation, Awad suggested that the Pales-
tinians must be willing to fill the country's 
jails, decline to pay taxes, ignore official rules, 
elevate Arabic to the level of official language 
in private and social transactions and pur-
chase local produce. He noted that these 
steps would help bolster the battered Pales-
tinian self-perception and help make the 
occupied territories ungovernable. 
He also said that as a rule, Palestini-
ans are beaten, detained without charge, 
subject to the unwarranted destruction of 
homes and property, denied due process and 
service of complaint and routinely live lives 
marred by inferior public amenities and 
educational opportunities. 
''V-Ie have been humiliated and when a 
person is humiliated on a daily basis, he must 
do something about it," Awad said, explain-
ing that the children were the first to respond 
to the challenge and that their mothers and 
women in general have been staunch sup-
porters of the uprising. According to him, the 
struggle in the community has gone from the 
sim pie throwing of stones to the organization 
of neighborhood committees concerned with 
the business of discipline and social unity. 
Moreover, the uprising has helped bring 
Christians and Moslems as well as refugees 
and urban dwellers together. Unlike what 
one would expect in circumstances such as 
those posed in the occupied territories, the 
intergenerational transmission of civil dis-
obedience has proceeded from the children to 
the adults. 
"We are not afraid. The people are \vill-
ing to confront the Israelis with all their 
weapons, wi th all their technology, with all 
their meanness and ugliness," Awad said. 
"We have tofigh t forourjustice and our rights 
and this is a complete change in the Palestin-
ian mentality," he a dded. 
While conceding that Israeli fears and 
Palestinian needs are equally real, Awad 
spoke of the need to overcome psychological 
barriers and move forward. One of the cen-
terpieces of his concept of the future of the 
"two states~ is shared Israeli-Palestinian 
sovereignty in Jerusalem, the sacred city 
that is a revered place in the cosmogonies of 
three of the world's major revealed religions: 
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 
In his view, Jerusalem could be a dual 
capital split into two separate municipalities 
with a governing boardcomposedofJewsand 
Arabs who would run the city for the benefit 
of both peoples. Furthermore, he said every 
Israeli settler who wished to remain in a 
newly formed Palestinian state could stay 
there in safety and comfort, but without the 
disproportionate rights they now enjoy at the 
expense of the Palestinians. 
Awad said if the Palestinian state could 
not emerge from valid international negotia-
tions, the occupied people should move as 
quickly as possible to create a parallel civil 
structure in the occupied territories that would 
involve the distribution of passports, the 
minting of a new currency, the issuance of 
Palestinian identification cards, the overhaul 
of public education and cultural instruction 
and the appoi ntrnent of judges. 
If these initiatives are successful, A wad 
predicted the complete undermining of Is-
raeli sovereignty in the occupied territories 
and the ultimate recognition of the separate 
state by an Israeli government no longer able 
to stamp its will on a people who want to be 
free. 
tempted. 
"When the petitioners violated the in-
junction, they put themselves in the position 
ofbeing unable to challenge the constitution-
ality of the injunction in that proceeding .... 
There is no procedural requirement for judi-
cial intervention whatsoever when a statute 
has been enacted.~ 
Professor Alex Aleinikoff closed the moot 
court trial \vith a historical overview of the 
trial itself and commentary which empha-
sized the importance of Martin Luther King 
Day as commemorating not the past but in-
stead a commitment to the future . 
Cunningham originated the idea of the 
moot court as a "practical activity, a teaching 
exercise," said St. Antoine. Aleinikoff, Deans 
Sue Eklund and Virginia Gordon, and Doris 
McCree, \vife of the late Wade McCree, for-
mer Solicitor General of the US, were for-
mally responsible for organizing the pro~:,rram. 
Professor McCree was the Louis E. Simes 
Professor of Law here at Michigan 
"We wanted to look back to the real work 
of Dr. King and the civil rights movement, 
and theroleofthe lawyers in it," said Eklu~~-
Although theideaofreenactingthe ongi· 
nal transcript was considered, Schaue: ex-
plained that "the briefs filed by the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People on behalf of Walker were good but on 
behalf of Alabama, dreadful." As a result, 
Schauer researched the law as it would have 
existed in 1967, and the participants of the 
moot court interjected spontaneity into the 
presentation. 
"Schauer and St. Antoine exhibited two 
different styles," said second year P et..<er J affe, 
"Fred by being well-prepared and the Saint 
as being quick to react to the court's ques-
tions." 
Monday's activities represented ~he first 
time the University halted -.:la:;;;t>s in rt><'Oj!ni · 
tion oftht> n;~tion<JI holiday. Barron \Vn ll <tn· 
chair oftht> ~lack Lmv Students Associntion , 
commented, "This is a positive first effort by 
the University, and I would hope and expect 
that these types of activities \vill continue 
into the future." 
Firesale on Faculty 
continued from page TEN 
"Faster," "That was already bid, you big 
dummy," "This [professor] has no friends, 
just ask him to dinner alone sometime," and 
"Get your head out of my way, you stork," are 
the comments which best describe the mood 
of the ever-dwindling crowd. 
But the auction was not yet over. The 
high bid of the evening came from Connie 
"Constance" Kiggins when she bellowed "154!" 
For her efforts, Ms. Kiggins and six close 
friends who have arranged transportation 
home will be treated to a \vine tasting at the 
home of Professor Cooper. Or as Mr. Malch-
man put it, "That's $154 to get ripped with 
Big Ed." 
The highlight of the auction may have 
been Professor Chambers's package. The 
professor offered to take students to see pro-
ceedings at the lowest level courts in down-
town Detroit. Or as Malchman explained, 
"He'll take you downtown to see nuts commit-
ted or dirtbags tried." "God, that would be 
miserable," summarized "Survey Says" assis-
tant Jim Eardley. Nonetheless, the bidding 
was fierce. During the interminable course of 
one dollar raises, the ever-helpful Joe Kall-
meyer commented, "Hey, I'll take you down 
there for ten bucks." Finally the package 
went to a graduate student who greatly r e-
sembled S\vitzerland's own Franz Probst. 
Professor Chambers should be able to show 
him what American style justice is all about. 
Finally, Dean Bollinger agreed to jog up 
to ten miles with the highest bidding stu-
dents. The Dean also stipulated that any 
money bid on this run would go to aid the 
homeless, or "People who really need the 
money," as Malchman explained. After fran-
tic bidding, the package went to second-year 
athlete Martha James and friends for $135, 
the second highest amount paid for any item. 
The size of this amount, paid for a package 
which cost the professor almost nothing, shows 
what law students would be willing to pay for 
something they truly consider a worthwhile 
cause. There is a rumor circulating that 
money for the next auction \vill go to fund the 
Student Funded Fellowship program. Actu-
ally the rumor is starting here, but spread it 
around. It seems a good idea. 
Student Escorted from Hutchins 
By Robert Goldberg 
Earlier this week Ann Arbor police es-
corted a first-year student from Hutchins 
Hall and transported him to Universi ty Hos-
pital for his own safety, administration offi-
cials said. 
Just before 11 a.m. Monday, four uni-
formed officers led away the student-hands 
handcuffed behind his back - from the suite 
of offices. in Room 300. 
Dean Lee Bollinger said he is unsure 
whether the student was arrested or merely 
placed in protective custody. Bollinger said 
the exact grounds for the police's action were 
"something like 'for your own safety.'" 
A police spokesperson refused to disclose 
any information about the incident, saying 
arrests are not a matter of public record until 
the arraignment stage, which could be as 
much as two weeks after an arrest. 
Associate Dean Susan Eklund said the 
student was in Room 300 when Law School 
personnel called campus security who in turn 
contacted the police. The student remained 
voluntarily in Room 300 until police arrived, 
she said. 
Bollinger declined to elaborate on the 
incident, citing the "medical interests" of the 
student involved. 
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Classifieds 
Editors' Note: The Res Gestae, in its n ever-ending quest to serve the Law School community and make a buck, has heeded the requests of numerous 
students today with the inaugural Classifieds Section. Replacing our former "Notices" section, classifieds will cover pe rsonals, meeting announcements, want 
ads and generally any other stuff we can't find a place for . As before, recognized student organizations in good standing with the RG will receive free notices. 
Individual students may place pe rsona ls or want ads for the low, low price of 50 cents per 25 words. Additional words may be purchased in 10 word blocks at 
25 cents. 
The deadline for publication is Monday at noon. Leave your announcement/personal/ad typed or clearly printed with the prope r remittance in Lisa 
Salvia's pendaflex (2L) or in t he RG pendaflex in Room 300. Also leave your na me and te lephone number. Call763-7976 if you have furt her questions. Offensive 
_language, mate rial, et.c will not be accepted 
=- -P,_e_rs_on_af.s __ __.JIIl_ ___ P_e_rs_o_na_rs __ __JII .._ _ M_ e_e_ti_·n_g_s __ ___JII For Sale or Rent 
w:;((lnsin Dave: I want you. I need you. Boy, 
dolwantyou! Luv, 1L. 
h:wa: If you ever stay in town-nah, you 
::<mwill. M.M. 
F.;-srud Muffin"! From your "Love Muffin" 
Te!T): FLASH-Just talked to your Dad-he 
n.> soooo proud. "ATIA Boy, Ter~" Don't 
•orry though, your secret is safe with me. 
Hah!). Lisa 
:l3yearold male Res Gestae sports columnist, 
 
~umalistic legend, and cult hero, initials 
 S:cve Olson, seeks female girlfriend/bride. 
So experience necessary. Call 764-9033 and 
t<ave a clever message. No reasonable o!Ter 
•<:used. Call quickly while supplies last. 
£~:rants must be 18 or older, 14 if from the 
South. Members of the Olson family are not 
iif.ble. No purchase necessary. 
Hey fat woman. Are you eating enough (or 
your belly? Do you want me to show you how 
;.,shovel more of it into your mouth? I am so 
proud of you. D.F. 
Mel: "What a view!" Clean out your room by 
Monday. "849" 
~ugToma, Andrew McDonald-What's the 
dral with the bowling league? The Thunder 
Jsready to roll! Get on the ball, please. 
The Sluggers are over-rated and under-tal-
ented. 
To "Good": I know your "good" image is a 
farce. Keep your two-timing hands off that 
ultimate stud (you know who), he's mine. 
(But he's yours if I can have your room next 
year.) "Evil" 
Congratulations to Andy and Carol Kok on 
their marriage this past Dec. 30th! 
Congratulations to the new RG editors: Clin-
ton Elliott-news editor; Eunice Park-as-
sistant news editor; Ellen Marks-assistant 
news editor 
Diplomacy maniacs: Regular garners looking 
for new fodder, er, players. Put your name 
and tele. It in Paul Czarnota's 2L flex. 
Crooms, I couldn't get your name up in lights, 
but at least you're in print-it's the least you 
deserve!!! Guess Who! 
Ms. Nash-We've only been back a week, and 
I'll bet you're "California Dreaming" already! 
Hong in there-summer's coming. (Smile~) 
Phyllis, Vanessa, Nadine, and Carolyn-
NOTICE: Just because you all arenotinclass 
with me doesn't give you an excuse for being 
strangers. Let's do lunch! EV 
Ellen Wonderfui-"To roommate or not to 
roommate; that is the question." In either 
case, you are, of course, still wonderful! (Don't 
forget our quote of the year: " ... And miles to 
go before I sleep."!!) 
J.P.: Anytime you're ready, we have another Fellow RG staffers: Good Luck and have a 
dJShofcrow to feed your Euchre monkey. Still happy Winter Semester! 
j.'er '89? Go Tartars and Spartans! 
Scott Powell: Have I told you whatadisgust-
1\'e • S. 0. ! Lisa(s) ing little Communist you are lately? Get 
ready to lose at recquetball and backgam-
---------------------------------
Send. coph::s across the nation 
Ope:n 7 DayE. 
~.ichig::.::t L nion 
662-1222 
or e.r.01.tnd t.h e world. 
Receive copies instantly. 
Seven days a week. 
______ _j 
mon. Bunkie. 
The LSSS Social Committee will be throwing 
a "Welcome Back Party" on Saturday, J an. 
21st from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
For Rent: May 15 - August 20, 1 bedroom 
apartment with great view of A.A., good ale, 
furnished, 24 hr. doorman in building. $400/ 
mo., negotiable. Call 994-9116. 
The Intellectual Property Students Associa-
tion will have a general meeting on Wednes· 
day, J anuary 18, at 4:00 p.m. in BlOC Hutch-
ins Hall. We \viii introduce our new officers, 
discuss encouragement of new chapters at 
area law schools, create new committees and 
re-establish old ones, among other exciting 
activities. Please bring all materials you can 
donate to our new files, especially any lists or 
law firm information for our job-hunting first-
years. Please attend, as we will determine 
the best date and time for future meetings. 
Basketball cards-<:omplete sets dating back 
four years available, as well as team sets and 
individual players. 1989s in stock now, at 
below dealer prices! Topps and Score special· 
ized in. Drop a note in Paul Czamota's (2L) 
pendaflex. Not buying currently; check back 
later. Mainlyinterestedin 1970sToppscards. 
Cards should be in very good condition or 
better; I follow Becket's analysis and pay 
according to his guide, using his discounts. 
Inquire for more details. 
GEORGETO\VN SCM\fER LAW PROGRAM 
Florence, Ita ly 
Take exciting law course from outstanding professors. 
At the European Communit} 's center for graduate studie . 
T i lE 
ECROPEA~ 
C:'\IVERSITY I;\; TIT L T E 
1'\'I"ER:'\ \ 110:'\ \I. 1. \\\ I 
Prof. Charlc' GustJf~on 
(;eorgew\\n. J c-rcd1l\ 
I' J'J·R' \flO' \L 1..\1\ II I R \DE & H'0'0\11( I.\\\ 
Prof. BJrr' CJner 
Georgeto" n. 3 credit\ 
< 0 ''>Tlll I 10' \L 1.-\\\ II 
Prof. Charlc~ -\bcrna1h' 
(lcorgc!0\1 n. l cretin' 
E\ IWP~ "< 0\l\ll 'II II'.'> I \\\ 
Prof~. jurgcn '>ch" ar Lc . h c' \len' b. Bruno l>e \\me 
EuropeJn l 'ni'c"ll' lnstuuce . luedn' 
I' I ~R' \I 10' \l.l ORI~>It \Tr.:.. Ill "l'r"' I \\\ 
Prof,. Roh<:n HJft C.. Don \\ JIIJtc. Jr. 
Georgctu" n. ~ crcUII' 
Four \leeks from Jun.: 1.?-juh 10. Tuuion- for up to 
() scme~tcr credus. S 1.650. Includes e\tr3~ . 
Housmg Jrranged Jt t\\O neJrb' 'ill.!\ Jt rcasonJblc rates. 
Enrollment hmited to ensure ~n1JII cla\\C\. 
FOR \lORE 1:'\'FOR ~I -\TIO~. PLE.\ E CO'\T\CT: 
~1ary B. jack on 
Gcorgeto\\'n niversity La\\' Center 
600 Ne\\' jersey A,·e., :"{\\'. Washington. DC 20001 
- (800) 346-6259 -
it ., , (:1, ~,9, .. t 
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Law and Diet Don't Always Agree 
By Jocko Knappmann 
It's about time I finally quit talking about losing weight 
and finally went ahead and rud it. If I were to make an 
educated guess, I would say that Jocko In His Present State 
is 25 pounds or so more than he really should be. That's 
something that needs to be remedied right here and now. 
Anyone who thinks ofhimselfas too heavy, or has to work 
at it to make sure he isn't, can probably sympathize with my 
problem. In the course of my life, I've noticed that some people 
really don't care about what they eat or how much. Yet these 
people still stay Hke rail-thin. Other people are fitness-
minded and stay in shape as a part oflife . Law school really 
isn't all that conducive to keeping pounds ofT, especially if you 
live in the Lawyers Club and can't plan out a menu for 
yoursel f. A perfect example is lunch today, which is (or was, 
by the time you read this) Sunday. I wandered over to lunch 
not particularly hungry, but having to eat then because that's 
when lunch is served. Well, I get in this line and see that what 
I really wanted (turkey) wasn't there. So instead, to try to 
make up for what I wanted and couldn't have, I ate a waffie 
with ~trawberries, sausage, ham, a bagel and dnnks I'\ ow, I 
wanted two glasses of orange juice and a glass of sk1m milk, 
but the skim milk was empty so I had chocolate milk instead. 
Let's count calories, shall we? Ham, 300; sausage, 400 (three 
links); waflle, 150; strawberries, 250; ornngejuke, 200; bagel, 
100; chocolate milk, 200. All ofthese are of course approxima-
tions. Totalled up, we're looking at like 1600calories. I fi gure 
I lose we1ght if I keep under 2000 calories for the da) , sc- I 
guess today is a lost cause before noon. Not that rm gonna try 
to gorge myself or anything, but it"s kind of dreary to !'Crew 
yourself up for the day before af:£-rr>oon. Finally, then:s fat 
intake, a> opposed to calone intake. I love, absolutely can't 
li"e "-ithout kind of love. thing;; like ice cream, peanuts. 
potato chip!; and french fr.e~. and miscellaneous stufll ke 
that Ewn fl keep it under two kilocals (and I'm ;:;urprised 
I rem<'mber n scientific term like that from h1gr school) it 
won't htlp unless I reduce fat intake too. Thnt mPnns eating 
more frmts, whole grain stuff and things that are "good for 
me." And that goes against my tendencies 
And now on to alcohol. I don"t knowifyou regular readers 
out there have noticed, but in my column I've talked a lot 
about drinking. And the reason for that is that I like to drink. 
A lot. Maybe John Gerisch can drink me under the table, but 
otherwise I take a back seat to no one. I ha'e a liquor 
collection that rivals some bars, and I love trying different 
wines. As a matter of fact, typing that last sentence reminded 
me to put a couple more vi no bottles in the fridge to chill. Each 
beer is 150 calories. Each shot of liquor, excluding mixers, is 
100 calories or more. Have a couple beers a day or whatever 
and it adds up fast. In fact, I'd probably be quite accurate to 
say that I could Jose five pounds really fast if I just stopped 
drinking. Except I don't want to do that. 
1 Survey Says 
I 
• • • 
I 
Number and Type of Employers who interviewed 
on campus in falll988 
659 Total 
including: 
Govt. Agencies 2.6% 
Corporations 2 % 
General Public Interest 1.2% 
Public Defenders .6% 
Prosecutors .5'k 
Banks .3% 
CPA Firms .3% 
Prosecutors .3% 
But enough about the food and drink, let's deal with 
exercise. The one positive thing I've already done this 
semester is go to the gym at least every other day. Whether 
it's racquetball, running, or whatever, I'm determined to stick 
to that schedule for the entire semester. Maybe my grades 
will go down the tubes, but at least I11 be in better shape for 
it. 
Believe it or not, I used to be a lot heavier and lost a lot 
of weight really fast my first year of law school. I think part 
of the reason I was able to do that is because I found a couple 
people to play racquetball with. on a regular basis and that 
made all of the difference. I also went on a very strict diet of 
salad for lunch and a light runner. And no alcohol. In fact, I 
remember one day when J decided to treat myselfto a package 
of Reese's Pieces. I walked down State, opened my peanut 
butter and sugar fix, and was in absolute heaven: It re~lly 
was the most exquisite taste in the world. It was so I ncrerubly 
good because I had gone without chocolate for so long. 
A big problem that crops up is the lifestyle of a law 
student, and in the longrun oflawyers. Sitting behj nd a desk 
for long periodsoftime is not the best way to stay in shape. In 
fact, working long hours isn't either. Under the high-stress, 
long-hours demands of the job, it's gonna be an effort to keep 
on being healthy and stay in good habits. 
So what does it all mean? To start with, I need to, 
absolutely have to, lose at least 15or20pounds. That will also 
make my clothes fit and look a lot bet ter. I need to cou ple this 
with exercise, of course. 
Three Dollars Tip Scales; 
Olson's Column to Remain 
continued from page TWELVE 
groundswell of popular support. It brings joy to the heart of 
this weathered old hack to know how much you nll cnre. I tell 
you, ifl had a nickel for every person who has told me thnt my 
columns are the only thing they read in thE> RG I would have 
a dime. And althou~h not quite enough was rni:-ed to fly me 
home for the holidays, thHP was enough to 'lnw my back 
professionall) ''a.xE>d b) a \ef) fnendl) )oung mun called 
Brenda. 
To give rred!t where credit is due, I would wry much like 
to thank the anonymous third-)£-ars for tht'n t\~o clc•llnr vote 
aga1nst my wnt1ng. I had no 1dea third-vNtrs rE>ad th1s 
column. ~ly thanks also go to Josh "Vomit god" RovinP and 
his one penny "no~ \ Ote been use\\ herr would tha~ country be 
without desperate attempts to get one's nanw an tlw paper? 
Rounding out the "non votes was Tom "Doom(·!" Simon with 
twenty-five ct>nts. 
The "yes" votes were led ofT by the schizophrenic Tom 
Simon and his thirty cents. Steve '"The Tan ~1nn" Levitan 
made the largt>st single contribution with n two dollar "yes" 
vote. Clearly he gave unt il it hurt as his lack of shaving cream 
money has led him to grow a darned attractive beard. 
A big thank you to the terminally lovely and talented 
Diane "BLT" Lifton for her one dollar vote and her priceless 
note. A special thanks to Maria Mazur for her one dollar "yes" 
vote, and for being the only person to correctly follow all the 
rules of the contest. And, as you probably guessed, her 
envelope smelled wonderful. 
Thanks also to Peter "The Lumberjack" Murphy for his 
one dollar vote, and my apologies for the Northstars' pathetic 
efforts against those pt'~ky Soviets. I think there was anotht'r 
one dollar "yes" vote but I can "t for the life of me remember 
who it camt> from. I am certain, however, that the feeling of 
inner wm·mth and personnl satisfaction from having partici-
pated in this demonnt1c proce<:s far outweighs the momen· 
tary thnll of s(·emg one~ name in the paper. 
Finall), an enormous thank )OU to my editor of chiel. 
Paul Czarnota. It as the rc,..pect of one's colleagues for which 
a person m this inciu~ll) ,.trives, and Mr. Czarnota's t\\oe)ve 
cent vote made it eminently clear how they feel. Along with 
thE> generous conhibution, the Czar included what I am 
guessing is an ori!,rinal po<>m. Although T have never read a 
poem in this meter l~t•fc11·e. it is still hauntingly effective: 
Yes, Chi<"(. please please stay. 
Wt' cion 't U'lllll to miss any real big play. 
Your n1lum n"s ~ood: you write the beM, 
If you lcat·c, ue'/1 all eat ten tubes of Crest. 
~eedless to say,l am now inspired to write on, filled with 
a new spint of ded1catlon and love for the entir e Jaw school 
experience and all those involved with it. So expect to see 
more of the same lame columns week after week after week. 
Sluggermania may be put on hold as Jonathan E nglander 
informed me that it was quickly losing its sarcasm. ~lr. 
Englander then added, however, "Did Mr. Sniffies raise his 
head and say hello?" so I am not certain whether or not to 
continue. But then who cares? 
Thanks so much again for your overwhelming support. It 
was greatly appreciated. God bless you, every one. 
By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers 
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Bengals 1989 'learn of Destiny 
By Tony Ettore 
After a dismal 4-11 season, which nearly concl uded with 
b firing of their coach, few expected much of the Cincinnati 
Ber.gals in 1988. However, yours truly was not part of the 
risguided mass: indeed, in this very column about fifteen 
r.eks ago I predicted that the Bengals would be in the Super 
BowL 
Yes, in my gloating I am glazing over the fact that I also 
~!eked the Bears for the end of the year bonanza, but they 
~ert>only one game away. Besides, in Vegas, the Bengal pick 
aooe would have put a big grin on my face~ 
Self-aggrandizement aside, I am now faced with a di-
:e1ma: Do I stick with the sentimental favorite, or do I pick 
t~e 49ers because they thoroughly trounced the Bears? I am 
no: sure about the answer , but at l.,ast I can set the scene. 
The Bengals have the best offt>nse in the NFL. Their 
running game can dominate defenSt>s, with Ickey "The Shuf-
flar" Woods pounding away between the tackles and James 
il:ooks darting to the outside. The two have been so success-
~oflate that Boomer Esiason has been able to attempt very 
:ew passes by his standards. Howt>ver , if needed, the trio of 
;tdie Brown, Tim McGee and Cris Collinsworth gives the 
)<2glle ~fVPplenty of talented targets. Perhaps most impor-
ti!!:tly, the Bengals offensive lml' I'> t>xcellent and equally 
ceyable of blocking for the pass and run. 
If the Bengals have the best ofl"t-n,;e in the 1\FL, the 49ers 
a.'? a close second. Jow Montana is :l.~ key. He has been the 
SJ;Jer Bowl i\fVPtwice and is a true field general; heal so still 
i:z.;afine arm, as he proved in the "tltT\\ind,; at Soldier Field. 
r.i> arm never looks better than \\ ht>n it unleashes passes to 
Jerry Rice, the best wide receiver in the NFL. The two have 
teamed for five touchdowns over the last two games, and more 
of the same will spell doom for the Bengals. The 49ers also 
have a perrnier back in the high-stepping Roger Craig, but 
they do not seem to rely on grinding out rushing yards in big 
games. 
The Bengals slight offensive edge vanishes when the 
defensive balance is put into the equation. The 49ers had one 
of the NFL's best defenses during the regular season and have 
not let up in the playoffs. Led by Ronnie Lott and Michael 
Carter the Niners defense plays hard every play, especia1ly 
against the pass. 
The Bengals defense was just above average in the 
regular season but it has tightened up considerably in post-
season play. They have only allowed two touchdowns and less 
than 90 yards rushing while stifling the offenses of the 
Sea hawks and Bills. The noseguard Tim Krumrie plays like 
a man possessed and the rest of the defense is always swann · 
ing and making big plays. 
Finally, we come to the coaches. Bill Walsh is known as 
a genius and an excellent, exhaustive preparer. he writes a 
script for the first 25 plays of every game and !>upposedly 
sticks to it no matter what. His strategy is consistently 
excellent, but his style does lack flair a n imagination- all it 
does is win. 
Sam Wyche is not so predictable. He devised the "burry-
up" offense, which has been resurrected for the Super Bowl, 
and is not hesitant to run a trick play or two. His players seem 
to love him, unlike the more distant, and perhaps profes-
sional, Walsh. 
So I am at the end and need to make a decision. Logic and 
all posted odds indicate that the 49ers, with their excellent 
defense to match their offense, are the pick to win the Super 
Bowl. They also have loads of Super Bowl experience and suc-
cess under r-~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;~;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;9--, 
theirbelt,and I SUMMER d I 
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1989 Summer Study Abroad 
Hong Kong: June 19 - August 9 
Emphasis on trade and commercial relations between hong Kong, China and the rest of east Asia. Program held at the University of 
Hong Kong. Practive component affords option of either a writing tutorial or an internship with a Hong Kong Jaw H.rm, corporate 
law office, or government agency. 
Strasbourg, France & Geneva, Switz.: June 7 - July 28 
Emphasis on international human rights and public international 
law. Taught by recognized experts from around the world. In 
cooperation with International Institute of Human Rights 
(Strasbourg) and Henry Ounant Institute (Geneva). Courses on 
Sources oflnternational Law, International organizations, Human 
Rights, Comparative Socialist Constitutional Law, International 
Law in U.S. Courts and International Regulation of Science & 
Technology. Internship possibilities. 
SeouL Korea & Tokyo, Japan: June 14- August 4 
Emphasis on U.S. ·Japanese trade. Courses in Japanese Legal 
System, International Business Transactions, Comparative 
Protection of Intellectual Property and Korean Legal System. 
Internship withJapanc e or Korean law firms or corporate legal 
departments. Instruction by Japanese or Korean professors and 
practitioners. Visits to governmental offices and company legal 
departments. 
Oxford. England: June 25 - August 5 
Students live in 15th Cenmry Oxford College and are taught by 
Oxford Dons in Oxford Tutorial Method. Course offerings 
include Jurisprudence, Legal Histroyr, Selected Problems, 
European Economic Community Law, and various comparative 
courses in areas such as Real Property, Civil Uberties, 
Administrative Law and Torts. 
Singapore/Bangkok/Asean: June 7 - July 28 
Emphasis on the legal aspects of international investme::nt and 
development in the countries of the A sociation of outheast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN; Sing a pore, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, 
The Philippines, Brun.ie) and their legal y terns and cultures. 
Internships with Singapore or Bangkok law firms. At our 
disposal are the resources of the National Univer ityofSingapore, 
the Sian-Pacific Tax and Investment Re earch Center, local and 
international faculty of recognized experts in the subject areas, 
and law offices which deal in such matt<'rs on a daily basi 
For a detai led brouchure, contact: Elizabeth Boylson, Institute of International & Comparative Law, Santa Clara l.Jntversity School of Law, 
Santa Clara, California 95053 (408) 554-4162. 
Lullo Hits Bull's Eye in Football Contest 
By Harold Bunter 
And the winner is ... lL Tom Lullo! Yes, Mr. Lullo, 
COME ON DOWN and grab your pme for winning the 
annual Ra Ge1tae Bowl Prediction Contest. Tom wiD receive 
a $30 gift certificate topayfor dining at his choice of ooeofthe 
many fine Ann Arbor eateries. Tom should contact Paul 
Czamota at the RG to claim this prestigious honorarium. 
The bridesmaid in this year's competiton is ... me? Hey, 
waitaminute! Iknowmoreaboutcollegefootballthanany 
living person. Really, just ask me. How could this 
tragedy happen, you ask? Well, the answer is quite 
simple. Had I chosen Nebraska to beat Oklahoma, 
and subsequently placed them in the proper bowl 
slots, I would have won. That does it. fm never 
picking with my head over what Ifeel in my heart 
agrun! 
My reward is $15 for my second place finish. 
I will be donating this award to a local charity 
that helps crippled children. In Nebraska, we 
have a high school football all-star game every 
summer to raise money for crippled children. 
"Strong legs run so that weak legs may walk• 
says it all. Anyone who, like me, derives tremen-
dous enjoyment from athletics is welcome to 
contact me or anyone at the Res Gestae to supple-
ment my contribution. Please think about the joy 
athletic participation has given you in your lifetime, 
then think what it must be like for those youngsters 
who know they will never be able to derive the same 
satisfaction. Please help, and give what you can. 
Res Gestae staffer Colin Zick finished strong and cap-
tured third place, and will receive a hearty handshake from 
Res Gestae Editor-in-ChiefPaul Czarnota, or a forearm bash 
from Ra Gestae srn"be Steve Olsen. Your choice, pal. 
The following is a complete listing of Contest entrants 
and their respective scores: 
l LTom Lulle>-77 points 
2L Harold Hunter-73 points 
2L Colin Zick- 71 points 
lL Greg Zemanick-68 points 
3L Mark Ringes-66 points 
lL Terri Harris-65 points 
2L Joe Kellmeyer-63 points 
3L Shep Davis-62 points 
3L Charlie Browning-54 points 
lL Alec Lenenberg-53 points 
lL Enid Stebbins-53 points 
lL James Carlson--46 points 
lL Robert McCiory--45 points 
3L (spouse) Liz Davis--42 points 
2L Liz Carroll--42 points 
lL R.J. Haggerty-39 points 
One final note on the 1988 college football sea-
son. Miami and Notre Dame ar~ essentially iden-
tical in competence and talent. If they were to 
have played their game at Miami instead of Notre 
Dame, I would have little trouble selecting Miami 
as the (perhaps eas~1) winner. So why do I rank 
Notre Dame number one? Why not pick them as co-
champions? Heck, if Miami had simply k icked the 
extra point instead of going for two in South Bend 
they would have identical records. So why :-.lotre 
Dame? If this were pro football, I would probably sele(t 
co-champs. However, I believe that one of the elements 
that detenni nes true cham pions in amateur competition is 
class and sportsmanship. On those two counts, Notre Dame 
is a very strong 2-0, while Miami may be the weakest 0-2 in 
the his tory of college footbalL 
Faculty Sell Their Bodies for Student Groups 
By Steve Olson 
As the fantastic events of last Thursday night drew to a 
close, dazed and bewildered onlookers could be beard mutter-
ing, "Was it an auction or was it a party? Why, it was an 
Auction and a Party!! And it added up to twice the entertain-
ment and twice the fun atone low price. It was all brought to 
you by the friendly folks at the Law School Student Senate. 
For those of you scoring at home, the LSSS members raised 
some $1,146, anditall goes to a semi-goodcause: themselves. 
The time was 6:00p.m. and the Lawyers Club lounge was 
packed with excited law students, quiveringin anticipation of 
a festive night of heavy-duty auctioning. Seventeen profes-
sors had volunteered their time, effort, money and/or food to 
be auctioned off in a public forum. It is no exaggeration to say 
that this was one of the three most anticipated events of the 
evening. 
The LSSS leaders decided to make the evening even more 
special by delaying the auction for an hour. The lights were 
turned off and the stereo was cranked, driving most hopeful 
and arudous participants out into the lobby, and several home 
for the evening. 
At first the crowd was confused. "You'reputtingsomuch 
pressure on me I can't come up with anything," summarized 
befuddled first year Lisa Konwinski, the newest addition to 
The Res Gestae sports staff Professors :Marie Deveney and 
Leo Katz arrived for the auction, but left quickly upon seeing 
the distraught masses. 
This may have been for the better, as an anonymous 
source (known to his friends as Steve Griebel) stated that the 
LSSS preferred that the professors stay away in case a final 
bid was embarrassingly low. "'t's gonna be so funny because 
nobody's going to bid," predicted the ever-optimistic Don "Mr. 
Necrophiliac" West. A general unrest was sweeping over the 
crowd as only happens with disappointed auction lovers and 
arudous wildebeests being stalked by lions. Even a Mubarak 
Awad speech was sounding tempting to many a potential 
bidder. 
It soon became clear, however, that the LSSS had an 
ingenious master plan behind this zany activity. The key lay 
in whatever-cordial social committee member and host Scott 
Gessler called the "anti-vomit punch." The punch seemed to 
have magical properties which caused people to bid amounts 
of money which defy human logic. The eerie effectiveness of 
the plan and punch became eminently clear as the auction 
began. 
At 7:05 P.M. the intoxicated and unruly auction lovers 
gathered on the floor of the lounge and were greeted by warm 
openingremarksfromLSSSmemberJohn Moore. Mr. Moore 
urged the participants to bid high because all money rrused 
"goes to student organizations, so it indirectly goes to you." 
When the collective snicker from the crowd died down, Moore 
introduced legendary law school funnyman and auctioneer 
extraordinrure Robert Malchman. 
Mr. Malchman, wearing a tuxedo, a ponytail, and a beard 
from hen, launched into one of his wacky comedic routines 
which made him the shows topper of each of the past two Law 
Revue extravaganzas. When the audience's collective side 
was sore from uncontrolled laughter, the long- awruted auc-
tion began. 
My apologies for not knowing the names of all the lucky 
winners but that would have entailed my making a phone call 
or something. The amount of the 'vinning bid has been 
excluded in most cases to protect the hated and the boring. 
The packages auctioned can be divided into three broad 
categories. The first of these is GAMES. Professor Lehman 
generously agreed to play table tennis for two hours. This 
coveted prize was picked up by a probable first-year male with 
big glasses. Professor Friedman's package of a racquet sport 
and a Kronos Quartet concert was scooped up by opportunis-
tic third-year Jonathan Foot. A certrun squash orracquetball 
victory over J.J. White was snatched up by a person I did not 
see. 
Professor Allen's package of an exhausting game ofWFF 
'N PROOF and a Zingennan's dinner was grabbed by Jon-
athan Englander and Ken Dintzer, but only after they bid 
each other up an extra thirty dollars. Finally, several hours 
of pool with Professor Krier was purchased by Mike Flanagan 
and friends and then given to Chris Regan so that he and the 
professor may iron out some old differences. 
In the category of RESTAURANT DINNERS, dinner 
with Professor Jordan at an unnamed restaurant went to an 
unnamed student. Dinner with Professor Pildes was sold to 
what many believe was Mr. Malchman's imaginary friend. If 
he cannot be found, this dream dinner will go to first-year 
Peter Massaro. Dinner with professor Leo Katz was acquired 
by the tag team of Bill Saracco and Lisa Freeman. 
A Chinese dinner with Professor Syverud was obtruned 
by fonner best ora list winner Molly McGinnis and her friends. 
An evening of folk music at the Ark and a late supper with 
Professor Deveney was secured by a large first-year in a 
Dartmouth hat who was probably Brian P. Dale, unless he 
was Craig N. Denekas, PhillipS. ~lcCune, Edmund W. Sim, 
or Ernest W. Torrun. 
Category number three, HOME COOKED DINKERS, 
seemed to be the most sought after of packages. Chicken 
Divan and accompaniments at Doris McCree's house went to 
hungry third-year Jon SobeL A "really hot" Thai dinner 
prepared by Professor Whitmore Gray in his lovely home was 
picked up by fortunate third-year Tim Mellett. A festive 
evening with the Lempert family including spaghetti, a pri-
vate screening of Casablanca, and Professor Lempert's origi-
nal recipe chocolate chip cookies was purchased by opportune 
third-year Lance Jones. "'The best dinner you ever had" v.ith 
Professor Schauer was obtained by a probable third-year guy 
who bid a whole bunch of money. 
Despite havingtositon thefloor forwelloveran hour, the 
audience seemed to enjoy every moment of the well-staged 
production, especially the slides of each professor, used as 
handy visual ruds. The somewhat restless and tireless)) 
annoying, yet ceaselessly amusing crowd had a seemingly 
endless assortment of nutty comments about the auction. 
"Louder," was a popular cry from the back. "Funnier," was 
Mike Flanagan's well-received response. "Speed it up," 
See FIRESALE, page SIX 
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WLAN·SMH- STANDING BY YOU 
FROM 1st YR. THROUGH YOUR BAR EXAM 
At Kaplan-SMH, we know law school is a challenge. We 
want to help you meet that challenge with SMH Law School 









By registering for a Kaplan-SMH bar review 
course in your first year of law school, you 
not only receive the lowest discounted price 
possible, you also receive SMH Law School 





Commercial Paper & Bank Collections 





Wills & Trusts 
Second and third year Kaplan-SMH regis-
trants are entitled to SMH Summaries II, 
covering many law school and bar exam sub-
jects. Get a head start! 
A $50 deposit on any Kaplan-SMH bar review course secures 
all current discounts and entitles you to either volume of the SMH 
Law School Summaries. 
.. SMH 
See your Campus Rep, or call: 
Karen Br ody (L3) 
Scott Rar e (L I) 
Stephan Morgan (L2) 
Daniel l a Saltz (L3) 
Mi r iam Co l on (L3) 
Susan Lich te r~~n (L3) 
Kenne th Perry ( tl ) 
Anita Santos (L3 ) 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
(800) KAP·TEST (800) 343·9188 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CEN!~R 
203 E. Hoover, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
(313 ) 662-3 149 
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Law School Skaters Hit the Ice 
By Steve Olson 
Frozen pieces of rubber will soon begin flying as the 
highly-rated law school hockey squad hits the ice of Yost 
arena tonight at 10:00 p.m. E.S.T. Thongs on Ice, as they are 
known to their friends, are the result of hard work, tireless 
planning, and a $275 All-Campus Ice Hockey Recreative 
League entry fee. The team consists of sixteen rock-solid 
pieces of dedicated athlete who will stop at nothing in their 
quest toward becoming the best they can be. These benevo-
lent crusaders will not let anything stand in their way, except 
perhaps a shortage of equipment. 
"The dimensions of shin-guard-glove-mouth-guard-gate 
grow larger every day,• screamed an enraged Thongs co-
captain Matt "The Emu" Rosser. It seems the intramural 
sports committee collected the entrance fee while acciden-
tally forgetting to inform the Thongs that every player must 
have gloves, a mouth guard, and shin guards. This effectively 
reduced the number of game-ready Thongs to six, enough to 
field a team, but an insufficient number to effectively defend 
the honor of the law school against a bunch of frat boys and 
other undergrads. 
Thus this desperate plea for help. While emergency 
shipments of equipment are flowing in from Buffalo, New 
Jersey, and Maine, they certainly will not meet all the needs 
of our ice bound heros. If any of you good fans have an extra 
shin guard lying around the room or a semi-clean mouth 
guard in your medicine cabinet, please lend it to our needy 
boys and Lifton. They will be externally grateful. 
Once the valiant squad fights through this tragic insuf-
ficiency of equipment, it could field one of the best law school 
hockey teams in recent memory. The team will be led by slick 
skating co-captains Adam "The Rocket" Shayne and Matt 
"The G<>lden Stork" Rosser. Joining them in the starting 
lineup will be skating Hoya Peter "Serge" Murphy, fresh from 
his third place finish in the Mubarak award balloting. 
After these three rink legends, positions are wide open, 
as a gaggle of fine players vie for ice time. Ted "The Sled" 
MacVeagh, the sole survivor of the skating Hansen triplets, 
should see a great deal of action, as should enforcer Dave 
"Tiger" Wells. Wells was the most upset about the new rule 
Law in the Raw 
Ewell Gibbons Would Be Proud 
Ever go out to the Gandy Dancer and order a nice 
medium rare muskrat? Me neither. And you couldn't do it, 
even if you wanted to. You see, it is illegal in Michigan for a 
restaurant to serve muskrat. Why? It hasn't been inspected 
by the state or federal government. (Between you and me, I 
don't think government inspection is the only thing keeping 
me from eating muskrat.) But since the 1700's, folks south 
of Detroit have been eating muskrat, especially as part of the 
Lenten season. And since the 1700's, they have been eating 
muskrat illegally! 
But don'tgive up on ever tasting muskrat. State Repre-
sentative Jerry Bartnick has sponsored a bill permitting 
non-profit organizations to serve muskrat, so long as they 
post a warning, stating that said muskrat has not been 
inspected. 
Just in case you're curious, Rep. Bartnick says that he 
has tasted muskrat (illegally!), and that it compares to a 
cross between duck and squirrel. 
Pass the A·l Sauce, please. 
Detroit Free Press, December 3, 1988 
Noid Nabs Pizza Pilferer, Caesar Not Seized 
Joel Bryant was convicted in Mecosta County, Michigan 
oflarceny, for robbing a Domino's Pizza deliveryman. While 
the deliveryman was making a drop-ofT to a Ferris State 
dorm, Bryant made off with two pizzas and the $50 insulated 
bag the pizzas were in. 
But apparently Domino's was not Bryant's pizza of first 
choice. It seems he and three accomplices first tried to break 
requiring gloves as he will have to waste precious seconds 
taking them off before pummeling his next victim. 
Joe "Dino" Girardot and RG editor in chief Paul "The 
Great One" Czarnota should also see plenty of action. Hap-
pily married Mike "Yvan" Arthur is perhaps the best player 
on the team, but being from the University of Chicago no one 
takes him seriously. Dave "The Rata Breuch should be a 
factor as soon as he finds his skates. 
The second line is set in stone and is already operating 
like a well oiled rock. The gifted and female Diane "The 
Hammer" Lifton will make her long-awaited law school sports 
debut as the high-flying right \ving on the line centered by 
Tracy "Bam-Bam" Daw, and with Tom "Boom-Boom" Simon 
on the left wing. 
The Thongs are also solid in goal as Ted "Gump"Schneck, 
former lead singer for the late '60s psychedelic band "Ted 
Schneck and the Turtlenecks,• has nailed down the starting 
position. No one else wanted it. The team is rounded out by 
what Captain Rosser calls, ~A guy named Hal, a first-year, 
and two other third-years." Skillfulness aplenty as you can 
see. 
Although the team has never played together, whenever 
you get this much raw talent on the ice, their natural instincts 
take over. They will be playing like the Montreal Alouettesin 
no time. The games are Wednesday nights at Yost Ice Arena 
Let's all turn out so I won't have to sit alone. 
In further news, as you may or may not have noticed, I am 
writing again this semester. Never in a million years could I 
have anticipated the incredible turn out for the vote on 
whether I should continue writing. After hours of pffinstak-
ing ballot counting the final results are in: $5.4 7 for ·.vriting, 
and$2.26against. Aheartythankyou to all who participated. 
I feel truly blessed to know that I could engendPr such a 
See Dollars, Page EIGHT 
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By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma & Tom Pasternak 
into a Little Caesar's delivery car. Only after this attempt 
failed did they resort to Domino's. (Bryant may be a criminal, 
but at least we know he's got some taste!) 
National Law Journal, November 14, 1988 
Don't Tell Jocko About This ... 
A Tokyo District Court dismissed a suitfiledby Kazunari 
Ignarashi, who demanded $73 for the apparently mild mental 
anguish he claims he sufTered when a Madonna concert was 
canceled there last June. As part of his action, Ignarashi 
demanded that Madonna return to make up the concert. (I 
can think of some people who would like to sue to keep 
Madonna from singing .... ) The Court held that the action was 
inappropriate, since you can't get Madonna to sing without 
her cooperation (or, some would say, even with it. ). 
Student Lawyer, December 1988 
How Not to Steal a Car 
Michael Callahan sure knows how to crash a party. He 
hijacked a limousine, complete \vith a bride and her brides-
maids. The driver of the limo stopped at a convenience store, 
at the request of some of the wedding party. When the driver 
walked into the store, Callahan leapt into the limo. He just 
said, uExcuse me girls, but I need this car." He also took $20 
and a check for another $25 from the women. However, he 
was considerate enough to drop the wedding party ofT at the 
church before speeding ofT with their limo. He did so only after 
the women insisted, yelling at him and threatening to hit him 
with their shoes. 
Just so Callahan wouldn't feel left out of the festivities, 
one bridesmaid yelled "Smile!" at Callahan, snapping his 
picture before he sped ofT. 
During the wedding ceremony, Father William Devine 
told the couple, ''When you get married. you can never 
predict what's going to happen, and today's events are a good 
indication of that." 
Detroit Free Press, December 19, 1988 
How Not to Escape from Jail 
Talk about stupid. First, Michael Callahan steals a 
limousine from a wedding, and gets his picture taken in the 
process. Because of the picture, he is quickly captured. Then 
he tries to escape from jail, using a gun made out of soap! 
Callahan was being taken from a holding cell where he was 
being held when he pulled out his "gun." The deputy 
escorting him backed off when Callahan ordered him to "Get 
up against the wall." However, the deputy quickly knocked 
the "Dial derringer" out of Callahan's hand \vith a karate 
chop. The sherifT said the soap gun was "very realistic, 
especially when he cupped it in hishandandall that showed 
was a four-inch ban-e!." 
Detroit Free Press, January I, 1989 
"Seen on the Bathroom Wall" 
"If you're going tocommita misdemeanor, you should do 
it after you get on the bench." 
Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg's 
comment on the revelation that Supreme Court nominee 
Douglas Ginsberg had used marijuana. 
Legal Times, November 23, 1987 
